
OBJECTIVE:  

The objective for this exercise is to demonstrate how to apply the principles of critical

thinking: gathering, organizing and analyzing information.  Critical thinking is the basis

for the BlueDragon HCA Framework.
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Required PPE
Valve HF-A1

Valve Wrenches

Hydrofluoric acid (HF) is a solution

of hydrogen fluoride in water. ... It is

a very dangerous acid, being very

corrosive and extremely toxic. It is

commonly used in the industry to

etch glass.  A thimble-full of this

acid on the skin can kill you.
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         Evidence & Data Analysis

PROBLEM STATEMENT

On 12/24, at approximately 11:05 am, a mechanic came into contact with HF acid while

removing a valve in the HF system.  The mechanic had removed the rubber glove to

work on the system, which was presumably isolated and drained prior to work. 
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SURVEY #1

Results of an Anonymous 

Error-likely Situation Survey 

Pareto #1

Trending by CAP Codes

Pareto #2

Drill-down of Failure to

Follow Procedures

Grating

12/22, 11pm: stuck valve

HF-A1 on Line “A” of the

HF Recovery System -

Corrective Maint. (CM)

ticket written.  

12/24, 0630: Operator

isolated and drained HF-A1

and hung LOTO tags. 

They noted HF valves

were not labeled.

12/24, 0800: Maintenance

FLS assigned the job to a Sr.

and Jr. mechanic and handed

them the WP without a pre-

job briefing.  

12/24, 0830:

mechanics obtained

permission from OSS

to replace HF-A1.  

12/24, 0831: OSS instructed

mechanics to meet up with

the Operator doing rounds

and walk down the job site.   

12/24, 0900:

mechanics got their

tools, the spare valve,

and went on break.

12/24, 1030: mechanics

requested the Operator

to walk down the job but

Operator told them to do

it themselves.

12/24, 1040:

mechanics arrive at

job site.

12/24, 1041: mechanics

could not see isolation

valves HF-A1-1, HF-A1-2

and HF-A1-3 located

under a heavy grating.

12/24, 1042: mechanics

assumed they were on

the correct valve and

proceeded without

verifying the LOTO tags.

12/24, 1100: Jr. mechanic

removes right rubber

glove and begin

loosening bolts on valve

flange.  

12/24, 1105: when

removing the third bolt,

Jr. mechanic received 3

drops of HF on his right

index finger.  

12/24, 1105: Jr. mechanic

re-tightened the third

bolt and stopped the HF

leak.   

12/24, 1110: the Sr.

mechanic called the

OSS to notify of

contact with HF.  

12/24, 1115:

mechanics arrived at

the site clinic.  

12/24, 1116: Nurse

informs mechanic that

clinic was out of calcium

gluconate gel.

12/24, 1120: FLS arrives

at the site clinic; tells the

Jr. mechanic to take

Uber to  hospital.  

12/24, 1200: Jr. mechanic

arrives at the hospital, is

treated and released an

hour later.

TIMELINE

#1

12/23, 0800:

Maintenance Manager

assigns CM ticket a Level

1 (HIGH) priority to

replace HF-A1.

12/23, 1600: WC issued

a WP and lock-out-tag-

out (LOTO) to replace

valve HF-A1.  

12/24, 1000:

mechanics dressed

out and went to the

job site.

D2. Work Controls -

Mechanics shall walk

down the job site with an

Operator prior to start.

D4. Work Controls - HF

system maintenance

requires verification of

LOTO tags prior to start

of work.

D1. Work Controls - Pre-

job briefings are required

for all HF work to discuss

WP, JHA and safety

precautions.

D5. JHA - PPE for work

on HF system is plastics,

respirator, rubber gloves,

rubber booties.

D13. Emergency

Response - In case of HF

exposure, immediately

treat with Calcium

Gluconate gel.

D14. Emergency Response -

For contact w/ HF, (a) the

OSS shall be notified, and (b)

the OSS shall call the

Emergency Response Team

(ERT).  

D10. Conduct of Ops - If a

component is not labeled,

use a drawing to trace the

system until you verify you

are on the right component. 

 

D12. Training - Operators

and Mechanics require

initial training and

requalification training

every year.

D15. Emergency Response -

Workers going to the hospital

must be accompanied by a

management representative.

D11. Labeling Program -

100% of HF system

valves and components

must be labeled.

D7. HF Work Packages

(WP) must contain JHA

and PPE requirements

for performing work.

D8. Work Controls - HF

system maintenance

requires isolation using

LOTO program.

D9. JHA for HF work

must ID the hazards

and list required PPE

for this job.

D6. Safety - Any

work on HF system

requires a two-

person team.

D16. Emergency

Response - In case of HF

exposure, immediately

treat with Calcium

Gluconate gel.

D3. Stop Work: any

person can stop or

pause work if the work

cannot be performed as

planned.  

D17. Oversight -

management should

spend time in the field

each week reinforcing

desired behaviors. 

DEFENSES

(BARRIERS,

REQ'MTS)

ANALYSIS OF

DEFENSES

THEMES     HUMAN PERFORMANCE - AT RISK BEHAVIORS                                                          PROGRAMS, PROCESSES, PROCEDURES      EQUIPMENT, MAT'L, TOOL INTERFACES        MGMT/OVERSIGHT     WORK ENVIRONMENT - ERROR LIKELY SITUATIONS

D16.1 C/G GEL - Why

did the clinic not

restock the Calcium

Gluconate gel?

D1.1 Why was there

no PJB?

D3.1 - Why did mechanics

not pause or stop work

and proceed without

Ops support?

D8.1 Was the HF-A1

replacement job

properly isolated

using LOTO?

T 1.3 - VALVE - why is

valve HF-A1

sticking? 

S 1.1 - Did the

mechanics feel time

pressure on the job?

S 1.2 - was the crew

distracted?

S 1.3 did the crew

consider this a

repetitive job and let

their guard down?

D2.1 Why did

Operator refuse to

walk down the job?

D9.1 Did the JHA

properly list the

hazards and required

PPE?

D10.1 How did OPs

verify they tagged

the right valves, if

they not labeled?

D11.1 Why are these

HF valves not

labeled?

D12.1 Are Operator

quals up to date?

D12.2 Are Mechanic

quals up to date?

D5.2. PPE - Was the

PPE in the work

order correct for the

job?

D5.1 Why did Jr.

mechanic remove

the outer rubber

glove?

T 1.2- VALVE

WRENCH - Was the

wrench the right tool

for the job?

D15.1. Why was the Jr.

mechanic sent to a

hospital without a

management rep?

D13. Why was site

clinic out of Calcium

Gluconate gel?

D14.1 Did the

mechanics notify the

OSS of contact w/

HF?

P 1.1 - Why is there a

trend of failure to

follow procedures?

 17.1 Is management

in the field

reinforcing desired

behaviors?

S 1.4 did the crew

make any inaccurate

assumptions? 

D4.1 Why did

mechanics not verify

the LOTO tags prior to

start of work?

D7.1 Did the HF WP

contain JHA and PPE

requirements? 

T 1.1 - GRATING - Did

the grating cause

any problems?

D6.1 There a two person

team for this work..why

did the Sr. Mechanic not

stop the Jr. from taking

the glove off?

D14.2 Did the OSS

call out the ERT?
LINES OF INQUIRY

P 2.1 - Why do Ops and

Mnt account for 79% of

the 24 failure to follow

procedure CRs?

CASE STUDY #01 - GETTING STARTED - ANSWER KEY

FACT-FINDING INFORMATION 

On Monday 8/1/19, a Work Order was written  to fix valve HF-A1 on Line “A”

of the HydroFluoric (HF) Acid Recovery System that was sticking.  At 7am

on Tuesday, Operators isolated the valve and drained the system using the

Lock Out Tag Out (LOTO) procedure.  

About 15 minutes into the LOTO, Operators noted the HF valves were not

labeled and had to find the valve using their ConOps training.   At 8am,

two mechanics were assigned to the job and given the Work Order with

verbal instructions and no pre-job briefing was held.  At 9am, the

mechanics got their tools and took their Union break.  At 9:30am, they

dressed out in PPE and went to the area.  They started working on

removing the valve without verifying the LOTO tags, to ensure they were

on the right valve.  

At 10:20am, the lead mechanic removed his right outer rubber glove and

began loosening the bolts on the valve flange.  At 10:23am, HF acid leaked

out of the flange and dripped onto the mechanic's right index finger, which

was only covered by a cotton liner.  At 10:24am the mechanic tightened

the flange bold to stop the leak and returned to the maintenance building

to report the incident.   


